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Photophysical data for a series of end substitued 3′,4′-dibutyl-2,2′:5′,2′′-terthiophenes are reported. Static
absorption and fluorescence, quantum yields, time-resolved fluorescence, and time- and frequency-resolved
pump-probe spectra are applied to investigate excited state relaxation in bromo, nitro, and tricyanovinyl
substituted species in a variety of solvents. The effect of solvent polarizability and end-group substitution is
discussed in the context of charge transfer in the excited state and its impact on nonradiative decay rates. In
solution at room temperature, both symmetric and asymmetric addition of electron withdrawing end groups
generate an excited state with substantial charge transfer character. Solvent polarizability has a significant
influence on the excited state dynamics in the charge transfer compounds. Examples include a 20-fold reduction
in the intersystem crossing rate going from hexane to toluene and an order of magnitude increase in the
internal conversion rate between toluene and acetone. The results demonstrate that the impact of the substituents
on intramolecular charge transfer, and the resulting amplification of the interactions between the excited
state(s) and the local molecular environment, can dramatically change the excited state relaxation dynamics
in substituted terthiophenes.

Introduction

Because of their versatility, oligothiophenes have demon-
strated significant potential in the fields of organic electronics
and photovoltaics.1-3 One can control the chain length,4-7

electronically tune the molecules via the addition of electron
donating or withdrawing groups,8-10 and incorporate these
molecules into molecular assemblies designed to facilitate
excited state charge separation and subsequent transport. In thin
films, the addition of electron withdrawing substituents can lead
to materials that exhibit both n- and p-type charge transport.11

In dye-sensitized solar cell architectures, oligothiophenes can
be used as a sensitizer, an organic hole conductor, and a
linker.12-19 In organic heterojunction cells, Baeuerle and co-
workers have used electron withdrawing dicyanovinyl substit-
uents to improve performance by tuning both the band gap and
the open circuit voltage.20-23 While much of the substitutional
tuning focuses on the redox potentials and HOMO/LUMO gaps,
the influence of excited state charge transfer on excited state
dynamics, such as changes in internal conversion (IC) and
intersystem crossing (ISC) rates, can be substantial.

Substitution effects in small chain oligothiophenes have been
reported for a variety of substituents. End substitution by bromo,
nitro, and methoxy groups has been shown to have a large effect
on redox potentials, quantum yields, fluorescence lifetimes, and
Stokes shifts in bithiophene and terthiophene.8 Styrl substitution
in the 3′ position of terthiophene, capping the styrl group with
a variety of electron donating groups, has been shown to increase
both charge transfer character and ISC rates.24 Cyano substitu-
tion has been shown to stabilize both the HOMO and LUMO
energy levels.9 Controlling where on the molecule the substituent

is placed allows for fine-tuning of electronic properties. Casado
et al. have investigated the influence of both symmetric and
asymmetric substitution with nitro and tricyanovinyl (TCV)
groups on energetic, electrochemical, and spectroscopic proper-
ties.25 Among their findings, they report a large nonlinear optical
(NLO) response for asymmetric TCV substitution, as expected
in the case of a charge transfer excited state, and an unexpectedly
large NLO response for symmetric TCV substitution.

In this study we use a combination of ultrafast and time
integrated spectroscopies to study the influence of electron donor
and acceptor substituents on the excited state and dynamics of
oligothiophenes. We compare the excited state properties of both
symmetric and asymmetric bromine, nitro, and tricyanovinyl
substituted 3′,4′-dibutyl-2,2′:5′,2′′terthiophene in solution. Stokes
shifts, fluorescence quantum yields, and excited state lifetimes
are used to quantify the radiative and nonradiative decay rates
and estimate the degree of charge transfer in the excited state.
Ultrafasttime-resolvedfluorescenceupconversionandpump-probe
spectra are employed to unravel the excited state dynamics in
a series of solvents with increasing orientational polarizability.
The results are considered in terms of the influence of the
substitutents on the nature of the excited state, specifically with
regard to charge transfer character, and the associated influence
on IC and ISC. The results demonstrate that there is not only
sensitivity of the excited state dynamics to the nature of the
substituent but that the interaction with the polarizable local
molecular environment can also exert significant influence.

Experimental Section

Materials. The substituted terthiophenes studied in this
project are shown in Figure 1. Synthesis, purification, and
electrochemical properties were previously reported.17,25,26 The
unsubstituted 2,2′:5′,2′′-terthiophene (Sigma-Aldrich, used as
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received) was used as a reference for some measurements. All
work was done in dilute solution (e10-4 M), and no evidence
for aggregation was observed in the absorption or fluorescence
spectra from any of the samples. Solvents used include pentane,
cyclohexane, hexanes, benzene, toluene, xylenes, chloroform,
dichloromethane, and acetone. Pentane, cylcohexane, and hex-
anes were obtained from Fisher Chemicals, benzene from EM
Science, and the rest of the solvents were from Mallinckrodt
Chemicals. All solvents were ACS grade and were used as
received except for benzene and hexanes which were spectro-
photometric grade. All experiments in this study were performed
at room temperature, which was 296 ( 1 K.

Time Integrated Absorption and Emission. Time integrated
absorption and emission spectra were recorded using a Cary
14 running the OLIS globalworks software suite and a Spex
Fluorolog 1680 0.2 m double spectrometer running Datamax
software, respectively. All spectra were corrected for the detector
sensitivity. Quantum yields were measured relative to two
standards, either Coumarin 153 in two solvents (φfl ) 0.45 in
methanol, 0.84 in cyclohexane)27 or rhodamine 101 and
rhodamine 6G (φfl ) 1.0 and 0.96 in ethanol, respectively).28,29

Dye samples were purchased from Exciton and used as received.
Measuring the dye quantum yields relative to each other gave
yields within 10% of the literature values. All emission spectra
were measured using 3.10 eV excitation in a 1 cm quartz cell
at right angle geometry, except for the tricyanovinyl substituted
samples, which were excited at 2.36 eV. Optical densities were
less than 0.15, and all solutions were deaerated with argon for
5 min before the spectrum was recorded. On the basis of five
measurements successively rotating through rhodamine 101,
rhodamine 6G, and 3T-TCV in toluene, we assign a random
error for the quantum yield measurements of (0.002 at the 95%
confidence limit. It is likely that the systematics errors are
somewhat higher.

Time-Resolved Experiments. Time Correlated Single Pho-
ton Counting (TCSPC). Fluorescence lifetimes longer than 500
ps were measured using TCSPC. The experimental setup has
been reported previously.30 Briefly, deaerated samples in a 1
cm quartz cell were excited using a 40 MHz diode laser
(Picoquant LDH-P-C-375) at 3.32 eV. Sample emission was
detected using an avalanche photodiode at a right angle
geometry at the exit of a double monochromator (Jobin-Yvon
TRIAX-320). The instrument response of the system, measured
via laser scatter, is approximately 130 ps fwhm.

All other measurements were taken using a home-built,
amplified ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser system, which has been
described previously.30 Briefly, a 200 mW, 85 MHz pulse train
is produced by a mode-locked oscillator pumped by 2.7 W from
a CW Nd:YVO4 laser (Spectra Physics, Millenia Pro). Selected
pulses are amplified at 1 kHz by a home-built regenerative
amplifier pumped with a Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Spectra
Physics, Empower 15). After compression, the 810 nm pulses
have an energy of approximately 400 µJ and are ∼60 fs fwhm

assuming a Gaussian profile. Excitation pulses are created by
either frequency doubling of the laser fundamental using a 1
mm BBO crystal to create 405 nm pulses or by sending the
810 nm pulses into a home-built two-stage noncollinear optical
parametric amplifier (NOPA).31 The output of the NOPA is
tunable between 450 and 700 nm and is typically 60 fs fwhm.

Fluorescence UpconWersion. Fluorescence decays shorter
than 500 ps were measured using fluorescence upconversion.32,30

Sample solutions were flowed at 0.25 mL/s through a 1 mm
quartz cell from a reservoir kept under argon. The excitation
beam was focused to a spot size of 300-400 µm by a 15 cm
lens. Sample emission was collected by an elliptical reflector
(Melles Griot 02 REM 001) and focused onto a 0.5 mm thick
BBO crystal cut for SFG between 450 and 750 nm. The
emission was gated with a residual 810 nm pulse, which was
focused onto the BBO crystal using a 40 cm lens and overlapped
with the sample emission. The timing between the gate and
excitation pulses was controlled using the translation of a mirror
via a computer controlled delay stage with submicrometer
resolution (Newport UMT150PP.1). The upconverted signal was
recollimated by a 10 cm focal length lens, dispersed through a
fused-silica prism and isolated spatially using a slit positioned
between the prism and the input of a monochromator. The signal
was then focused onto the entrance slit of a single grating UV
monochromator (McPherson 218) by a 30 cm lens and was
detected using a photomultiplier tube (Hamamatsu R36-10). The
output of the tube was monitored via lock-in detection (Stanford
Research 810 Lock-in Amplifier) synchronized to the repetition
rate of the laser (1 kHz). The instrument response of this system
was approximately 160 fs, measured as the sum frequency of
the gate and excitation pulses. The polarization of the excitation
pulse was set to the magic angle (54.7°) relative to the gate to
remove anisotropic components from the emission decays.
Typical excitation energies were 50-80 nJ/pulse, and the
observed dynamics showed no dependence on intensity using
energies up to 180 nJ/pulse.

Frequency-ResolWed Pump-Probe. The pump-probe ex-
periments used the same excitation pulses as described above.
The residual 810 nm pulse was focused, via a 15 cm lens, into
a 3 mm thick piece of sapphire in order to create a white light
continuum probe (spanning 1.24-2.75 eV). The probe con-
tinuum was collimated using a 2 cm focus 90° parabola, and a
5 cm focus 90° parabola was used to focus and cross the
continuum and the pump beam. The beam size was 20-40 µm
at the sample. Typical pump energies ranged from 50 to 75
nJ/pulse, and the measured signal was found to be linearly
dependent on pump energy up to 100 nJ/pulse. Samples were
flowed, under argon, through a 1 mm quartz cell. After the
sample, the probe continuum was collimated using a 5 cm lens
and subsequently refocused into a Princeton instruments 2150
monochromator after passing through a 1 mm cuvette containing
an ethanol solution of 0.2 mM 1,1′-diethyl-4,4′ cyanine iodide
(Sigma-Aldrich, used as received) used to filter out residual 810
nm light from the laser fundamental. The beam was incident
on a 150 g/mm grating blazed at 500 nm and was dispersed
onto a 256 pixel silicon diode array (Hamamatsu). A National
Instruments PCI-6132 A/D card was used to read the entire array
after every laser shot, allowing us to collect the entire probe
spectrum on a shot-to-shot basis. The frequency of the pump
beam was modulated to 500 Hz using a chopper wheel to give
an alternating set of probe spectra with and without the pump
present. The change in optical density, ∆OD, was recorded after
every shot pair. ∆OD spectra were typically averaged for 90 000
laser shots at each time delay. The polarization of the pump

Figure 1. Structures of 3′,4′-dibutyl-2,2′:5′,2′′-terthiophene derivatives.
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beam relative to the 810 nm used to the make the probe was
set to the magic angle (54.7°) to remove anisotropic effects.
The instrument response, measured by crossing the probe
continuum with the pump beam in an 80 µm thick type 1 BBO
crystal (Super Optronics) cut for SFG in the range 1.65-2.75
eV, was ∼100 fs fwhm and independent of probe wavelength.

For early time delays (<1 ps), the signal was corrected for
the chirped continuum probe light using a correction curve
generated by crossing the probe with a focused 810 nm pulse
in a 1 mm piece of fused silica. This generates a cross phase
modulation signal that was collected via lock-in detection using
a photodiode (Thor Laboratories DET 210) fitted with a 10 nm
bandpass filter. The time delay origin for a given probe
frequency is determined by fitting of the cross phase modulation
signal.33 Time offsets were determined at seven wavelengths
distributed across the white light probe spectrum. The resulting
time offsets were then fit to a quadratic dispersion function,
which was used to correct the early time spectra. The full
frequency data was supplemented with pump probe transients
taken at select probe wavelengths using a photodiode with a
bandpass filter. These data were taken with a greater density of
time points and were fit to determine rise and decay time scales
of pump probe features.

The range of our delay stages allows for pump-probe delay
times of up to 900 ps. Single time points were taken at 7 or 11
ns by inclusion of an additional (static) delay in the probe line
that was 2.1 or 3.3 m long, respectively. While this allows for
the collection of the pump-probe spectrum at relatively long
delay times it does entail some realignment and a small change
in the focus of the probe continuum at the sample. As a result,
making quantitative comparisons between signal intensities at
long and short delay times is difficult. Therefore, the shape of
the spectrum at delays >1 ns should be considered as more
reliable than the relative intensity.

Theoretical Calculations. All calculations were performed
at the Hartree-Fock 6-31G(d) level using the Gaussian 03
package.34 Optimized gas phase ground state structures for all
of the molecules were obtained, and molecular orbital surfaces
were visualized using Gaussview version 4.35

Results and Discussion

Time Integrated Absorption and Emission. Absorption and
emission spectra for all of the molecules in four solvents are
shown in Figure 2, with the molecular structures shown in Figure
1. Some of the emission spectra show structure indicative of a
well-resolved vibrational progression. This vibrational progres-
sion is spaced by roughly 0.17 eV (1400 cm-1) and is analogous
to that seen in most oligothiophenes and polythiophenes. It has
been assigned to a carbon-carbon bond stretch.25,30,36,37 Sym-
metric bromine substitution (Br-3T-Br) creates a small batho-
chromic shift in both the absorption and emission. The general
shape of the spectrum remains nearly identical to that of the
unsubstituted derivative and shows very little sensitivity to
solvent. Electron withdrawing nitro end groups cause a much
larger bathochromic shift in the absorbance spectrum as well
as loss of the vibrational progression in the emission as the
solvent polarity increases. The red shift in the emission spectrum
with increasing solvent polarity is amplified in Br-3T-NO2 when
compared with NO2-3T-NO2; however, the absorbance spectra
show very little difference. TCV substitution leads to the largest
shift in the absorption and emission spectrum relative to the
unsubstituted 3T. Analogous to the symmetric and antisymmetric
nitro substitution, the 3T-TCV and TCV-3T-TCV pair have very
similar absorption spectra with only minor sensitivity to solvent

and a strong solvent dependent bathochromic shift in the
emission. In both the nitro and TCV substituted systems,
symmetric substitution produces a more pronounced vibrational
progression in the emission spectrum.

To quantify the Stokes shifts, the absorption spectra were fit
to a single Voigt profile to determine the energy of the
maximum, and each emission spectrum was fit to a series of
Voigt profiles with a fixed separation to account for the 0.17
eV vibrational progression. The Stokes shift was taken as the
difference between the center energy of the absorption Voigt
profile and the center energy of the Voigt profile with the highest
energy in the emission spectra. This approach was chosen in
an effort to maximize consistency of the assignment for
comparisons between samples and solvents given the varying
amplitudes of vibrational structure in the emission spectra. The
absorption maxima, emission maxima, and Stokes shifts are
summarized in Tables 1 and 2.

An increase in the Stokes shift with solvent polarity is
indicative of a change in the solvent-solute interaction between
the ground and excited state of the solute.38 Assuming the change
is dominated by the dipolar interactions, the difference in the
magnitude of the dipole moment between the ground and excited
state can be estimated from the solvent dependence of the Stokes
shift via the Lippert-Mataga relationship:39-41

In eq 1, ∆µ is the difference between the ground and excited
state dipole moment magnitudes and a is the Onsager radius,
taken here to be 6.2 Å.24 The orientation polarizability of the
solvent is defined as

In eq 2, ε and n are the solvent dielectric constant and refractive
index, respectively. Lippert-Mataga plots are shown in Figure
3 for all of the substituted terthiophenes. Unsubstituted ter-
thiophene is included for reference. Linear least-squares fits to
the Stokes shift vs ∆f were used to estimate the change in the

Figure 2. Absorption and emission spectra for the terthiophene
derivatives in the indicated solvents.

Stokes shift ) 2(∆µ)2
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∆f (1)
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dipole moments, ∆µ, via eq 1. The resulting values are reported
in Tables 1 and 2. It should be noted that the Lippert equation
is only an approximation. It does not take into consideration
the polarizability of the solute or any change in direction of the
dipole moment, and it ignores specific solvent effects like
hydrogen bonding or charge-transfer interactions.38 Modified
versions of the Lippert equation have been developed to attempt

to account for issues such as the polarizability of the solute.42-45

However, using these modified approaches did not improve the
fits significantly and did not change the trends in ∆µ, so the
original, simplest relationship was employed to obtain the
reported values.

The change in dipole moments for the substituted molecules
are all much larger than the unsubstituted 3T, which we assume
to have a negligible change based on a slightly negative slope
in the Lippert-Mataga plot. For the unsubstituted 3T, our data
are consistent with a previous report from Clarke et al.24 Of the
substituted molecules, Br-3T-Br had the smallest ∆µ value of
4 D, and this increases to 10 D in NO2-3T-NO2 and TCV-3T-
TCV. The largest ∆µ values, 15 D, are found for the asymmetric
substitutions in Br-3T-NO2 and 3T-TCV. A large bathochromic
emission shift with solvent polarity is consistent with a large
∆µ and suggests an excited state with charge transfer character.38

Support for charge transfer in Br-3T-NO2 and 3T-TCV is evident
in the molecular orbital surfaces shown in Figure 4. The
topologies for the unsubstituted and TCV substituted molecules
have been previously reported,25 and our Hartree-Fock calcula-
tions are consistent with those DFT results. On the basis of the

TABLE 1: Unsubstituted and Br and NO2 Substituted Terthiophenesa

solvent ∆f absmax (eV) emmax (eV) Stokes shift (eV) φfl τfl (ns) kr (108 s-1) knr (108 s-1) ∆µb (D)

3T
chloroform 0.15 3.73 2.84 0.73 0.050 0.15 3.3 63

Br-3T-Br
hexane 0 3.68 2.77 0.74 0.020 0.042 4.2 230 4
toluene 0.02 3.62 2.74 0.72 0.018 0.049 4.0 200
chloroform 0.15 3.65 2.78 0.77 0.015 0.036 4.1 270
acetone 0.28 3.66 2.76 0.75 0.013 0.035 3.8 280

NO2-3T-NO2

hexane 0 3.01 2.57 0.43 0.11 0.37 3.0 24 10
toluene 0.02 2.87 2.41 0.46 0.047 0.19 2.5 50
chloroform 0.15 2.82 2.28 0.54 0.075 0.27 2.8 34
acetone 0.28 2.87 2.28 0.57 0.082 0.31 2.6 30

Br-3T-NO2

hexane 0 3.04 2.41 0.48 0.05 0.27 1.9 35 15
cyclohexane 0 3.05 2.45 0.59 0.07 0.31 2.3 31
benzene 0.005 2.92 2.23 0.60 0.51 2.7 1.9 1.8
toluene 0.02 2.91 2.24 0.57 0.46 2.5 1.8 2.2
xylene 0.02 2.91 2.26 0.55 0.42 2.3 1.8 2.5
chloroform 0.15 2.84 1.99 0.75 0.16 1.3 1.2 6.5
dichloromethane 0.22 2.84 1.93 0.77 0.13 0.82 1.6 11
acetone 0.28 2.91 2.00 0.82 0.068 0.49 1.4 19

a Fluorescence spectra and quantum yields were measured exciting at 3.1 eV. Lifetimes shorter than 150 ps were measured exciting near the
absorption peak, and longer lifetimes were measured exciting at 3.32 eV. b Based on the fit to the Lippert-Mataga plot shown in Figure 3.

TABLE 2: TCV Substituted Terthiophenesa

solvent ∆f absmax (eV) emmax (eV) Stokes shift (eV) φfl τfl (ns) kr (108 s -1) knr (108 s -1) ∆µb (D)

TCV-3T-TCV
hexane 0 2.30 2.06 0.24 0.11 0.48 2.3 19 10
toluene 0.02 2.23 1.94 0.30 0.089 0.58 1.5 16
chloroform 0.15 2.15 1.87 0.28 0.089 0.50 1.8 18
ethyl acetate 0.20 2.25 1.86 0.38 0.056 0.37 1.5 26
dichloromethane 0.22 2.15 1.85 0.30 0.061 0.41 1.5 23
acetone 0.28 2.23 1.75 0.43 0.0079 0.084 0.94 118

3T-TCV
hexane 0 2.27 2.09 0.19 0.029 0.10 2.9 97 15
toluene 0.02 2.26 1.86 0.37 0.039 0.17 2.3 57
chloroform 0.15 2.17 1.76 0.39 0.0062 0.053 1.2 188
acetone 0.28 2.29 1.68 0.61 0.0008 0.013c 0.61 770

a Fluorescence spectra, quantum yields, and lifetimes for 3T-TCV were measured exciting at 2.25 eV. Spectra and quantum yields were
measured for TCV-3T-TCV exciting at 2.43 eV. Fluorescence lifetimes were measured exciting at 3.32 eV. b Based on the fit to the
Lippert-Mataga plot shown in Figure 3. c Determined from the transient absorption at 1.9 eV rather than upconverted fluorescence.

Figure 3. Lippert-Mataga plots for the substituted terthiophenes.
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molecular orbital diagrams, it was argued that the HOMO f
LUMO transition in 3T-TCV is predominately a charge transfer
between the terthiophene donor and TCV acceptor. In Figure
4, this type of behavior can be seen in the orbital diagram for
both of the asymmetrically substituted molecules, Br-3T-NO2

and 3T-TCV. The HOMOs are distributed across the ter-
thiophene, while the LUMOs are confined to the end with the
electron withdrawing substituent, with very little density
remaining on the thiophene ring farthest from the substituent.

Despite the significant ∆µ values for the symmetric mol-
ecules, there is no evidence of charge transfer character in the
orbital diagrams. This is due to the fact that the calculations
were done in isolation and therefore cannot account for
asymmetries induced by structural reorganization at finite
temperatures in a polarizable solvent environment. Casado et
al. found that measured hyperpolarizability of TCV-3T-TCV
(and TCV-6T-TCV) was significantly higher than predicted by
computation, where the symmetric confirmation leads to very
little change in the dipole moment and a very small hyperpo-
larizability.25 As a possible explanation the authors suggested
that the electric field used in the experiments may have broken
the symmetry and thereby enhanced the observed NLO response.
Our measurements indicate that, at room temperature in solution,
the symmetrically substituted molecules have a fair degree of
charge transfer in the excited state and a large change in dipole
moment. The influence of the polarizable solvent and finite
temperature is sufficient to break the symmetry and can explain
the unexpectedly large NLO response without the need to
implicate the experimental conditions used to measure the
hyperpolarizabilities.

Radiative and Nonradiative Decay of the Excited State.
Assuming the measured emission is dominated by fluorescence
from a single state (the lowest excited singlet state in this case),
the radiative and nonradiative decay of that state can be
determined from the measured fluorescence quantum yields and
lifetimes via eqs 3 and 4.38

In eqs 3 and 4, φfl and τfl are the fluorescence quantum yield
and lifetime, respectively. The measured φfl and τfl values, along
with the resulting values of kr and knr, are listed in Tables 1 and
2. On the basis of the error estimates for the quantum yields,
we estimate the random errors in the radiative and nonradiative
rate coefficients to be roughly 1%. Generally, comparisons show
very little sensitivity of the radiative rates to either the
substituents or solvents, with the only notable change being the
4-fold decrease in kr for 3T-TCV as the orientational polariz-
ability of the solvent increases. Nonradiative rate coefficients
are at least an order of magnitude larger than the radiative rates
in all cases except Br-3T-NO2, where the nonradiative rate slows
for solvents of intermediate polarizability. The nonradiative rates
show a sensitivity to both the nature of the substituents and the
solvent, with the greatest sensitivity to the solvent apparent in
the asymmetric Br-3T-NO2 and 3T-TCV. These two molecules
display an increase in knr with solvent polarity, gaining an order
of magnitude from toluene (∆f ) 0.02) to acetone (∆f ) 0.28).
One of the most striking changes is found in Br-3T-NO2, where
knr decreases by a factor of 20 going from hexane to toluene.
This was somewhat unexpected given that this only represents
an increase in the dielectric constant of 0.5. After presenting
evidence for an associated change in the primary nonradiative
decay path, possible origins of this sensitivity are considered
in the next section.

In the unsubstituted terthiophene, nonradiative decay has been
shown to be much faster than radiative decay.7,46 Clarke et al.
have reported a value of knr ) 6.8 × 109 s-1 for 3T in acetonitrile
without alkyl side chains.24 The fluorescence quantum yield was
0.05, and the fluorescence lifetime was 150 ps. These values
are in excellent agreement with our measurements on 3T in
chloroform (see Table 1), indicating that the alkyl substitution
on the center ring exerts very little influence on the nonradiative
decay rates. In small, unsubstituted thiophene oligomers,
relatively rapid ISC to a triplet state has been established as
being the primary nonradiative decay path.46-49 In the next
section, time-resolved spectroscopy is used to investigate the
influence of the substituents and solvents on the rates of, and
competition between, ISC and IC.

Time-Resolved Spectroscopy: Excited State Dynamics and
the Evidence for Intersystem Crossing. Time- and frequency-
resolved pump-probe spectra were collected in a number of
solvents, and examples are shown for the terthiophenes in
chloroform, hexane, and acetone in Figures 5, 6, and 7,
respectively. At short probe delays, the transient spectra have
an asymmetric derivative shape resulting from the sum of
overlapping positive signals (transient absorption, TA) and
negative signals (stimulated emission and ground state bleach).
The inverted absorption and emission spectra are shown as
dashed lines to indicate the positions, subsequent to spectral
diffusion, of any potential stimulated emission and ground state
bleach signals.

Unsubstituted Dibutyl-terthiophene, 3T. Figure 5a shows
frequency-resolved pump probe spectra for the simplest ter-
thiophene derivative, 3T, in chloroform at a series of pump probe
delays. These data are very similar to those previously reported
by Rentsch and co-workers47-50 for terthiophene without alkyl

Figure 4. HF 6-31G(d) HOMOs and LUMOs for the terthiophene
derivatives. Structures are shown in Figure 1.

kr )
φfl

τfl
(3)

knr )
1 - φfl

τfl
(4)
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substitution. In those studies, the positive feature at 2.1 eV was
assigned to an excited singlet state absorption which overlaps
partially with the time integrated emission spectrum on the high
energy side. In our measurements, this feature appears within
the time resolution of the experiment (∼50 fs) and decays on
the same time scale as the measured emission, τ ) 150 ps. There
is some evidence for stimulated emission at early time for
energies around 2.5 eV. After the first 500 fs, the spectra in
this region are dominated by an increasing TA.

The high rate of nonradiative decay from the initially excited
singlet state in terthiophene, and most oligothiophenes,46-49 has
been attributed to the heavy atom effect of thiophene sulfur
atoms. The enhanced spin-orbit coupling increases the rate of
ISC and makes this the primary excited state decay mechanism.51

In agreement with that prior work, we measure a triplet
absorbance around 2.5 eV at long time delays, Figure 5a, which
grows in with the same time scale as the decay of the excited
singlet absorbance and the fluorescence lifetime. These results
confirm that ISC is the primary relaxation mechanism for the
unsubstituted dibutyl terthiophene. The solvent dependence of
the relaxation rates and pump-probe spectra were not measured
for 3T; however, other studies have demonstrated that there is
no significant change in the dynamics with solvent for the
analogous molecule without alkyl side chains.24 As will be
discussed in detail below, only those molecules that demon-
strated excited state charge transfer character show a dramatic
solvent dependence of the nonradiative decay rate.

Symmetric Substitution. Pump-probe spectra for Br-3T-Br
are shown in chloroform in Figure 5b and in hexane in Figure
6a. The results in the two solvents are nearly identical, and the
spectral features are very similar to those in 3T with a small
shift to lower energy for both the excited state singlet and triplet
absorptions. Compared to 3T, bromine substitution does not
influence the radiative decay rate. The short fluorescence lifetime
(ca. 50 ps) and associated higher nonradiative decay rate, an
increase in knr of about ×4 over 3T, indicate significant
acceleration in the ISC. This is consistent with the well
established influence of bromine on the spin-orbit coupling.52

Analogous results for the nonradiative decay rate following
bromine substitution have been shown in similar oligothiophenes
and related systems.8,53 Correlation between the fluorescence

Figure 5. Time-resolved pump-probe spectra for terthiophene deriva-
tives in chloroform excited at 3.1 eV (a-d) or 2.64 eV (e and f).
Molecular structures are shown in Figure 1.

Figure 6. Time-resolved pump-probe spectra for terthiophene deriva-
tives in hexane excited at 3.1 eV. Molecular structures are shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 7. Time-resolved pump-probe spectra for terthiophene deriva-
tives in acetone excited at 3.1 eV (a) or 2.64 eV (b and c). Molecular
structures are shown in Figure 1.
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lifetime, the decay of the excited state absorption, and the rise
in the triplet absorption (Figures 5b and 6a) adds direct evidence
to the conclusion that ISC is the primary excited state decay
mechanism in both solvents.

The results for symmetric nitro substitution (NO2-3T-NO2)
are shown in Figure 5c. Compared to 3T, the excited singlet
state absorption is shifted to slightly lower energy and appears
a bit narrower due to overlapping stimulated emission on the
high energy side of the TA. Initially, evidence for a triplet
absorption band appears to be absent. However, this is a result
of the triplet absorption shifting to nearly the same position (1.9
eV) as the singlet absorption. As shown in Figure 8a, decay in
the TA initially follows the fluorescence decay but subsequently
diverges after roughly 40 ps. At a time delay of 500 ps, the
fluorescence has dropped by >90% and there is no longer clear
evidence of stimulated emission from the excited singlet, but
the TA feature at 1.9 eV remains strong and persists even at 7
ns; see Figure 5c. Substantial overlap of the TA from the singlet
and triplet states complicates the quantitative comparison
between the decay of the initially populated excited state and
the rise of the triplet absorption. As a result, although there is
direct evidence for efficient ISC, it is not possible to rule out a
contribution from IC in the measured nonradiative decay rate
based on the pump-probe spectra alone. The Lippert-Mataga
plot, Figure 3, indicates a fairly significant charge reorganization
between the ground and excited states (∆µ ) 10 D). Large
displacement of the excited state along the collective nuclear
reorganization coordinate enhances IC via increasing overlap
between ground and excited state wave functions.24 The lack
of increase in the nonradiative decay with the orientational
polarizability of the solvent, see Table 1, suggests that IC does
not play a competitive role in the excited state relaxation of
NO2-3T-NO2.

The transient pump-probe signals for TCV-3T-TCV, Figures
5e, 6c, and 7b, are complicated by the red-shifted absorption
band that contributes a negative signal (bleach) across much of
the probe spectral window. Transient absorption from the excited
state appears to overlap both the stimulated emission and ground
state bleach. Positive signals are seen where the TA has a larger
magnitude than the competing negative signals, on the red side
of the stimulated emission, Figures 5e and 6c, and in between
the absorption and fluorescence bands, Figure 7b. In all of the

solvents except acetone, the excited state dynamics are analo-
gous to NO2-3T-NO2. Aside from a slight decline in the radiative
rate with solvent polarizability for TCV-3T-TCV, both mol-
ecules exhibit only minor changes in the nonradiative rates with
solvent, and both have a combined TA and ground state bleach
remaining well beyond the emission lifetime at 7 ns (τfl ∼ 0.5
ns). Comparing the fluorescence decay with the decay in the
TA signal in Figure 8c, there is a clear divergence in the decay
of the two signals after 100 ps with absorbance sustained beyond
the decay of the excited singlet state. The remaining absorption,
which spectrally overlaps both the excited singlet state absorp-
tion and stimulated emission, is assigned to the triplet state and
taken as direct evidence of ISC.

Unlike NO2-3T-NO2, TCV-3T-TCV shows a 5-fold increase
in the nonradiative decay rate and a small decrease in radiative
rate in acetone relative to the other solvents. In Figure 7b, the
excited state absorption signal around 1.9 eV decays more
rapidly than in the other solvents, and while there is a residual
absorption at 7 ns, it appears much weaker than the comparable
feature in chloroform. As in the case of NO2-3T-NO2, the
overlapping features in the pump-probe make it difficult to
quantify the ISC rate. Comparing the TA and fluorescence
decays, see Figure 8c, the decays are more rapid in acetone
than chloroform, but in both solvents, the absorption and
emission decays track each other for the first 100 ps where they
diverge. The fact that the TA and fluorescence signals diverge
near the same point in time due to appearance of triplet
absorption suggests that the ISC rate is not significantly different
in chloroform and acetone. On the basis of this, we conclude
that acceleration in the nonradiative decay originates from
enhanced IC in acetone. Increase in the IC rate can be explained
in terms of additional stabilization of the charge transfer
character in the excited state. This type of effect has been
previously implicated in comparisons between stryl substituted
terthiophenes, where substitution on the stryl group was used
to change the degree of charge transfer.24 In this case, we find
that changing the solvent environment can have an analogous
influence. Compared with NO2, the greater electron withdrawing
of the TCV substituents, and the associated larger degree of
charge separation and structural reorganization in the excited
state, enhances this effect. While the Lippert-Mataga plots
indicate a similar, large change in the solvent-solute interaction
with excitation for NO2-3T-NO2 and TCV-3T-TCV, the dipole
moment in polarizable media at room temperature is likely to
be larger for TCV-3T-TCV in both the ground and excited states.
The increase in IC rate with solvent polarizability is amplified
in the asymmetrically substituted compounds, and this is
discussed in the next section.

Asymmetric Substitution. The asymmetrically substituted Br-
3T-NO2 and 3T-TCV show the largest degree of excited state
charge transfer, ∆µ ) 15 D, and the largest sensitivity of the
nonradiative decay on solvent orientational polarizability.
Figures 5, 6, and 7 present time-resolved pump-probe spectra
for both molecules in chloroform, hexane, and acetone, respec-
tively. Both compounds exhibit an initial decrease in knr going
from hexane to toluene, followed by a steady increase in the
nonradiative rate with solvent polarizability; see Tables 1 and
2. The initial decrease is much more dramatic in Br-3T-NO2.
With the exception of the rate in hexane, Br-3T-NO2 has the
slowest nonradiative decay rates of the compounds measured,
including the analogous symmetric molecules Br-3T-Br and
NO2-3T-NO2.

We note that the TA feature around 2.0 eV in both chloroform
and acetone, Figures 5d and 7a, appears to shift to higher energy

Figure 8. Comparison of pump-probe transients near the maximum
of the excited state absorption band (solid lines) with upconverted
fluorescence near the maximum of the fluorescence band (solid circles).
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and broaden during the first 5-10 ps after excitation. Rather
than a time dependent shift in the TA itself, we assign this to
spectral diffusion of the overlapping negative stimulated emis-
sion signals. In Figure 5d, the spectra in the first picosecond
after excitation show a negative contribution on the high energy
side of the TA. As the delay exceeds 10 ps, this evolves into a
positive TA and a new negative feature appears on the low
energy side of the TA. This can be explained by spectral
diffusion of the stimulated emission signal to lower energy, and
we have confirmed that these time scales are exhibited in the
emission using fluorescence upconversion. A detailed investiga-
tion of the spectral diffusion is left for another study.

Within our signal-to-noise, there does not appear to be any
remaining TA at delay times beyond the fluorescence lifetime
in solvents other than hexane; for example, see the spectrum at
7 ns in Figure 5d. There is also no detectable divergence
between the decay in the TA and upconverted fluorescence
signals in the first 500 ps, Figure 8b. This strongly suggests
that it is a lack of ISC that is responsible for the reduced knr

values in solvents more polarizable than hexane. In these
solvents, the nonradiative rate is primarily dictated by IC, and
the rate increases with increasing reorganization and stabilization
of the charge transfer excited state. In stark contrast to the other
solvents, the results in hexane show clear evidence of ISC. There
is a prominent triplet absorption spectrum 11 ns after excitation,
Figure 6b, and divergence of decay in the TA and fluorescence
(τfl ) 270 ps) beyond 200 ps, Figure 8b.

We ascribe the sudden closure of the ISC channel when going
from hexane to toluene (or benzene) to differential solvation of
the excited singlet and triplet states shifting ISC from energeti-
cally favorable to thermally inaccessible at room temperature.
Although there is only a small difference in the dielectric
constant between these solvents, εhexane ) 1.88 and εtoluene )
2.38, the very large dipole moment in the charge transfer state
provides the potential for large differences in excited state
stabilization between the singlet and triplet states. To illustrate
this possibility, Figure 9 shows the difference in stabilization
energy between a dipole moment of 13 and 18 D as a function
of the surrounding dielectric constant (see caption for details).
A value of 18 D is chosen as a rough estimate of the excited
singlet state based on our measured value of ∆µ, and 13 D is
used to demonstrate how a lower, yet still quite large dipole
moment in the triplet state can decrease the stabilization energy.
Figure 9 shows that, within the Kirkwood-Onsager continuum
model,55-57 the difference in stabilization increases by nearly
0.3 eV between hexane and toluene. This is sufficient to shift
a singlet-triplet pair from near resonance to many multiples

of kBT uphill for ISC at room temperature. Lacking actual
knowledge of the triplet dipole moment magnitude, this is
offered only as support for the plausibility of our argument. A
similar mechanism has been proposed to explain polarity
dependent intersystem crossing in twisted donor-acceptor
biphenyls.54 With the substantial decline in the ISC rate, what
remains is competition between radiative decay and internal
conversion to the ground state.

The nonradiative decay rate for 3T-TCV increases rapidly
with solvent polarizability, and in acetone, it exceeds all of the
other compounds including the spin-orbit coupling enhanced
Br-3T-Br. As in the case of TCV-3T-TCV, the time-resolved
pump-probe spectra are complicated by interference from
overlapping stimulated emission and the ground state absorption
bleach. However, at early time delays, there is a clear TA signal
in all solvents between 1.8 and 2.1 eV; see Figures 5f, 6d, and
7c. At a time delay of 500 ps in hexane, well beyond the 100
ps fluorescence lifetime, TA at 1.9 eV remains, and in
chloroform, there is also a small, but detectable, TA beyond
the lifetime of the excited singlet state. We assign this
absorption, which is nearly isoenergetic with the excited singlet
absorption, to a triplet state. Figure 8d provides additional
evidence for absorption from the triplet state with the divergence
between the TA and fluorescence decays in hexane, and to a
lesser extent in chloroform.

The modest decrease in knr between hexane and toluene is
suggestive of a mechanism involving reduction of the ISC rate
analogous to that seen in Br-3T-NO2, albeit much less substan-
tial. However, Figure 8d shows that, in hexane and chloroform,
with a factor of 2 difference in knr, decays of the TA and
fluorescence signals diverge at very similar points in time. As
argued earlier for TCV-3T-TCV, this suggests that there is not
a large increase in the ISC rate but rather that the increase in
knr is primarily due to acceleration in the competing IC. This is
similar to the results for TCV-3T-TCV, although in that case
the acceleration in IC was only observed between the two most
polarizable solvents tested. In 3T-TCV, the acceleration in knr

is evident from toluene to acetone, increasing by an order of
magnitude and reaching 7.7 × 1010 s-1 in acetone. Figures 7c
and 8d show that, within our detection limits, there is no
measurable TA beyond 80 ps in acetone and no evidence for
ISC (note the reduced delay values in the Figure 7c legend). In
3T-TCV, the large degree of charge transfer in the excited state
leads to substantial increases in displacement along the collective
nuclear reorganization coordinate with increasing solvent po-
larizability, and the result is a dramatic increase in the IC rate.
Evidence for increasing nuclear reorganization with solvent
polarizability is also seen in the concomitant decrease of the
radiative rate. This is consistent with displacement hindering
the radiative transition probability. A similar, although smaller,
effect on the radiative rate is seen in Br-3T-NO2 and TCV-3T-
TCV.

Conclusions

We have found that addition of nitro and TCV electron
withdrawing substituents to dialkyl terthiophene leads to a
charge transfer excited state in the case of both symmetric and
asymmetric substitution. Substantial charge separation in the
excited state is predicted in the calculated orbital diagrams for
the asymmetric molecules. However, the large degree of charge
separation observed in the symmetric molecules is not predicted
by calculations of the minimum energy state in the gas phase.
Finite temperature and the solvent allow a breaking of the
symmetry and stabilize the charge separation. Charge transfer

Figure 9. Difference between the solvent polarization energy for a
dipole moment of µ1 ) 13 D and µ2 ) 18 D, estimated using the
Kirkwood-Onsager expression,54-57 ∆Gp ) (µ1

2 - µ2
2)/a3[(ε - 1)/

(2ε + 1)]. The Onsager radius was set to a ) 6.2 Å. The dashed lines
indicate the values for n-hexane (ε ) 1.88) and toluene (ε ) 2.38).
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in the excited state and the large associated interaction with
the local solvent environment has a significant influence on
excited state dynamics, and this can be tuned with the polar-
izability of the solvent. In Br-3T-NO2, differential solvation of
the excited state changes the primary relaxation path from ISC
to IC when going from hexane to toluene, a change of only 0.5
in the dielectric constant. As the polarizability of the solvent
increases, the additional stabilization of the charge transfer state
increases the displacement of the excited state along the
collective nuclear reorganization coordinate, and this accelerates
IC. This appears to be a general trend that is amplified with
greater charge transfer in the excited state. For 3T-TCV, the IC
rate can be tuned by an order of magnitude by choosing solvents
with polarizabilities that range between that of toluene and
acetone. With work in organic electronics using these types of
electron withdrawing substituents to tune the electronic proper-
ties of the material, the resulting sensitivity of the excited state
dynamics to charge transfer, even in the symmetrically substi-
tuted examples, can also have a significant influence on the
performance of these materials in applications such as solar cells.
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